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Wrap-up!
For over three years, we at ViRAL have produced a plentiful of material that is now available to you. You can now access
our manual, curriculum and quests, AR and 360º productions, essays and case studies. Upon their creation, we thought
of heritage professionals, teachers, young people and adults who are excited about new digital technology as much as we
are. We truly hope we have met your expectations.
Although this is a wrap-up, it is far from a goodbye. We would like you to explore all these resources at your own pace,
share it with others and learn from them. Feel free to reach out to and provide us with valuable feedback. It would be
delightful to hear from you.
That being said, the team wishes you happy holidays and a wonderful new year, full of new exciting discoveries and
opportunities for learning.
See you soon!
The team @ ViRAL

The Final Transnational Conference in pictures

A day out exploring industrial heritage in Dornbirn

The Final Conference

(also… we’re on Facebook! Follow us)
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A first-person testimony…
ViRAL turned out to be an excellent opportunity to reflect on notions that concern
how we communicate cultural heritage. Though the project prioritises (post-)industrial
heritage and non-formal education approaches to learning, I could see how malleable
the operating concepts were, as well as their application to other heritage and
educational contexts.
As a teacher of themes related to cultural heritage, I was able to extend my
understanding towards new horizons and to value even more the role of digital
technologies in processes of cultural mediation. The reflection that the project ViRAL
allowed me to perform is a precious contribute since I feel more capable of teaching
my students and inform them in a fresher and more meaningful way.

Gilberto Moiteiro
- Teacher @ Instituto Politécnico de Leiria, Portugal

Don’t forget our resources… Handbook, Quests & much more!
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To check VR, AR, 360º productions and others, visit www.viraltraining.net
Try our quests at www.viralquests.eu
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